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1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The reducibility of oxides is one of the most important parameters determining their physicochemical characteristics, including structural, mechanical, electric, or catalytic properties. In essence, this is mostly affiliated with their defect chemistry. Focusing on the reducibility by hydrogen, both the formation and reactivity of hydrogen adsorbed on the oxide's surface are equally important in steering especially the catalytic properties of the respective oxide. This is related to both scenarios, where hydrogen takes part as an active component in the catalytic reaction (e.g., in the water--gas shift reaction) or simply creates defect or vacancy centers which subsequently serve as potentially active catalytic sites. Since Y~2~O~3~, ZrO~2~, and especially YSZ (yttria-stabilized zirconia) are of widespread technological importance and are used as high-temperature-stable ceramics, protective toughening agents, or supporting oxides of heterogeneous catalysts (e.g., CO oxidation or hydrogenation, oxidation of hydrocarbons, or methanol conversion) equally,^[@ref1]−[@ref9]^ thorough understanding of the hydrogen chemistry especially at high temperatures is imperative. In comparison to Y~2~O~3~ and YSZ, despite the particular importance of the latter as an efficient ion conductor in solid-oxide fuel cells,^[@ref6]^ ZrO~2~ represents the best-studied oxide with respect to high-temperature treatments in hydrogen.^[@ref10]−[@ref12]^ It is considered a relatively inert oxide, withstanding considerable reduction down to metallic Zr in hydrogen at temperatures at and above 1773 K.^[@ref10]^ Nevertheless, ZrO~2~ is capable of forming a range of substoichiometric oxides ZrO~2--*x*~ (thereby representing defective ZrO~2~), which are suspected on the one hand to aid the catalytic decomposition of nitrous oxide^[@ref13]^ or the synthesis of dimethyl carbonate from methanol and carbon dioxide^[@ref14]^ and on the other hand to assist also the graphitization of carbon and the formation of carbon nanotubes.^[@ref7]^ As pure ZrO~2~, after appropriate preparation and activation, is an effective catalyst for selective hydrogenation reactions, e.g., of CO toward ethanol or isobutanol in the temperature range between 600 and 700 K, a low-temperature surface H~2~ reactivity of suitably prepared ZrO~2~ samples should in principle be observable.^[@ref15]^ With respect to ZrO~2~-supported catalyst systems, a range of metal particles (e.g., Ni, Rh, Cu, Pd, or Pt) supported on ZrO~2~ were found to become promoted with respect to catalytic activity and selectivity, in particular after a high-temperature reductive treatment.^[@ref8],[@ref15]^ This, in turn, raises important questions about the catalytic role of the purely oxidic surface itself and the prevalence of metal--support interaction effects especially in metal--ZrO~2~ systems.^[@ref8]^

Hydrogen reduction studies of pure Y~2~O~3~ and YSZ^[@ref16]^ are scarce, which represents a considerable deficiency especially regarding the latter, since its technological application as anode/cermet material in solid-oxide fuel cells heavily depends on the nonstoichiometric behavior at elevated temperatures (*T* ∼ 1200 K).

In the following we aim at providing a thorough comparative experimental study on the reducibility of the three aforementioned oxides in hydrogen to determine if, to what extent, and how H~2~-induced reduction of any of these oxides takes place. This will include the use of complementary methods to structurally and spectroscopically determine the presence of substoichometric oxides (X-ray diffraction and FT-IR spectroscopy), to monitor changes in the electric properties during reduction (electrochemical impedance spectroscopy), and to qualitatively and quantitatively determine the extent of hydrogen adsorption and/or formation of oxygen defects/vacancies (temperature-programmed reduction and oxidation, thermal desorption). Special emphasis will also be given to the influence of the initial hydroxylation degree of the surface on the reducibility. The latter is considered particularly important, since related experiments on the adsorption of similar small probe molecules (CO and CO~2~) not only showed a different degree of surface hydroxylation for the three oxides but also revealed the associated striking differences in adsorption capability.^[@ref17]^ The final goal therefore is to determine if any substantial H~2~-induced reduction takes place at technologically relevant temperatures and how this might affect the technological applications.

2. Experimental Section {#sec2}
=======================

2.1. Materials {#sec2.1}
--------------

All experiments were conducted using commercially available powders of Y~2~O~3~, ZrO~2~, and YSZ. Y~2~O~3~ (nanopowder with bcc structure, \<50 nm particle size) and YSZ (yttria-stabilized zirconium(IV)oxide with tetragonal structure as nanopowder, containing 8 mol % Y~2~O~3~ as stabilizer, "YSZ-8") were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and ZrO~2~ (monoclinic, 99.978%) from Alfa Aesar. To ensure identical starting conditions, all samples were pretreated by calcination at 1173 K in air. Routine checking for structural changes by XRD upon annealing revealed no alterations (cf. Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}below). After pretreatment, specific surface areas were determined as 21.7 m^2^ g^--1^ (Y~2~O~3~), 31.6 m^2^ g^--1^ (YSZ-8), and 10.4 m^2^ g^--1^ (ZrO~2~) by N~2~ adsorption at 77 K using the BET method. For the BET measurements, a Quantachrome Nova 2000 Surface Area and Pore Size Analyzer was used. Gases were supplied by Messer (H~2~ 5.0).

2.2. FT-IR Spectroscopy {#sec2.2}
-----------------------

The FT-IR measurements were performed on a PerkinElmer FT-IR System 2000 Spectrometer in transmission mode. All powder samples were pressed into round pellets (sample mass about 100 mg each), which were subsequently placed inside a home-built in situ reaction cell. The path length of the IR reactor cell amounts to 20 cm. This cell setup allows treatments under both static and flowing conditions up to pressures of 1 bar and temperatures up to 873 K (for the work presented herein, experiments were only conducted under flowing conditions). The temperature is controlled by a thermocouple placed next to the pellet. After the pretreatment at 1173 K as mentioned above, the pellet was immediately transferred to the IR cell. Vacuum was applied subsequently (base pressure of the reaction cell: 10^--6^ mbar). Calcium fluoride is used as window material allowing to access wavelength ranges above 1000 cm^--1^. To ensure identical starting conditions, Y~2~O~3~, ZrO~2~, and YSZ were oxidized with 20% oxygen seeded in helium at 873 K for 1 h inside the IR cell. To minimize the hydroxylation of the surface, all gases are cleaned and dried using two liquid nitrogen (reduction by H~2~) or liquid nitrogen/ethanol cooling traps (reoxidation with O~2~). All reported spectra are corrected by the spectrum of the dry preoxidized oxide pellet prior to hydrogen adsorption, in order to visualize changes relative to the initial fully oxidized state with a minimized degree of hydroxylation.

2.3. Volumetric Adsorption {#sec2.3}
--------------------------

The volumetric adsorption measurements were conducted in an all-quartz apparatus equipped with metal bellow valves (Witeg), a Baratron pressure transducer (MKS), mass flow controllers (MKS), and a Balzers QMA125 quadrupole mass analyzer. The furnace was a Linn model operating up to 1500 K. The previously fully oxidized samples (flowing oxygen up to 1273 K) were treated for 1 h in 1 bar flowing dry H~2~ at a typical flow rate of 1 mL s^--1^ at different temperatures (373--1073 K). After this procedure, the sample was evacuated at room temperature to a base pressure of about 5 × 10^--7^ mbar and heated in high vacuum to 1273 K at a rate of 10 K min^--1^ (TPD measurements), followed by cooling in vacuum to room temperature. The subsequent temperature-programmed oxidation (TPO) measurements up to 1273 K, performed under static O~2~ conditions, allowed us to study the reoxidation process and the amount of oxygen required for complete reoxidation and quenching of reduced metal centers, although in the present case the exact quantitative determination is severely obscured by the variable hydroxylation degree of the surface. For the volumetric experiments, all mass spectrometer data (in mbar) were converted into μmol on the basis of the ideal gas equation, with subsequent normalization to sample mass and surface area. Cleaning of the gases is performed as mentioned in section [2.2](#sec2.2){ref-type="other"}.

2.4. X-ray Diffraction {#sec2.4}
----------------------

X-ray powder diffraction data were collected at ambient conditions with a Bruker AXS D8 Discover high-resolution powder diffractometer using monochromatic Cu--K~α1~ radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å; 40 kV, 40 mA) and a one-dimensional LynxEye detector. The monochromatization of the Cu radiation was ensured by a presample Quartz (101) beam monochromator. Data acquisition was performed in the 2θ range between 2 and 80° using a step width of 0.011° and a counting time of 3 s. To avoid misinterpretation of the measured intensity, a fixed divergence slit (opening angle of 0.3°) was used.

2.5. Electrochemical Impedance Measurements {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------------

The impedance cell is suited for gas treatments compatible with those in the volumetric and FT-IR measurements. Heating was performed by a tubular furnace and is controlled by a thermocouple situated in the reactor about 5 mm downstream of the sample and a Micromega PID temperature controller. The sample impedance was measured by an IM6e impedance spectrometer (Zahner-Elektrik), which supplied data on the impedance and the phase angle of the current as a function of voltage (20 mV) in a frequency range of 0.1--1 MHz. For all oxide measurements described herein, a very low excitation frequency of 1 Hz and a stimulation voltage of 20 mV applied to two circular Pt electrodes with a contact area of about 20 mm^2^ forming a plate capacitor in a vertical quartz tube were used. A mechanical force of ∼2 N thereby results.^[@ref18]^ For a typical experiment, the samples were heated up to 1073 K, held at 1073 K for 30 min, and subsequently cooled down to 300 K at a rate of 10 K min^--1^ in the respective gas atmosphere under flowing conditions (∼0.9 mL s^--1^). Cleaning of the gases is performed as mentioned in section [2.2](#sec2.2){ref-type="other"}.

2.6. Scanning Electron Microscopy {#sec2.6}
---------------------------------

All SEM experiments were conducted using an SM 982 GEMINI ZEISS Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope. Prior to SEM imaging, the samples were coated with 10 nm Au/Pd to improve its conductance and fixed with conducting carbon paste.

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Temperature-Programmed Reduction (TPR) {#sec3.1}
-------------------------------------------

All samples were heated under vacuum to 1273 K followed by full oxidation under flowing dry oxygen (N~2~/ethanol cooling trap, 173 K) up to 1273 K and back prior to the actual hydrogen measurement. After evacuating the system at 300 K to \<10^--6^ mbar, the samples were exposed to an exactly measured pressure between 90 and 100 mbar of dry hydrogen (dosed via a LN~2~ cooling trap), followed by a volumetric heating and cooling cycle between 300 and 1273 K in static H~2~ conditions. A linear heating and cooling rate of 10 K min^--1^ was applied, as well as an isothermal period of 10 min at the maximum temperature. To determine the eventual influence of the hydroxylation degree of the oxide surfaces, similar experiments with and without a preinstalled and thoroughly dried/degassed zeolite trap, capable of removing water eventually being formed during the reaction with hydrogen, were performed.

Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the corresponding hydrogen uptake traces with the zeolite trap installed, which are not obscured by H~2~O formation due to surface reduction. For all studied systems, the qualitative behavior of hydrogen adsorption, at least upon heating, is the same. All samples show an induction period without pronounced hydrogen adsorption (ZrO~2~ up to 500 K, Y~2~O~3~ up to 700 K, YSZ up to 820 K). Above these temperatures, significant hydrogen adsorption and uptake is observed on all three studied systems, which exhibit one or more significantly discernible hydrogen-consuming adsorption or reaction steps. For ZrO~2~, two steps of hydrogen uptake (∼500 K--0.5 μmol m^--2^; ∼800 K--4.3 μmol m^--2^) are observed. At the maximum temperature some isothermal uptake, remaining irreversible upon cooling (∼4.6 μmol m^--2^), is visible. In contrast, for YSZ only one step in hydrogen uptake (∼830 K--2.5 μmol m^--2^), which again is not reversible upon cooling, is observed. Almost no isothermal uptake takes place at 1260 K.

Y~2~O~3~ shows at least two distinct steps of hydrogen uptake and also no isothermal uptake at the maximum temperature. Nevertheless, in striking contrast to what was observed on the other two oxides, upon cooling below ∼750 K a quite pronounced increase of the hydrogen uptake is visible, indicating that during the preceding high-temperature reduction some low-temperature hydrogen adsorption sites are formed (compare the corresponding TPD spectra shown in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, panel A for reduction temperatures *T* ≥ 973 K). This peculiar feature is focused upon in more detail in the discussion of Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

In general, ZrO~2~ is somewhat more prone to react with hydrogen already at lower temperatures in comparison to Y~2~O~3~ and YSZ, which is further corroborated by the TPD measurements discussed in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Putting all uptake values of this present comparison into perspective, we, however, note that for all three oxides the hydrogen uptake is still small compared to easy-reducible oxides. In~2~O~3~, for example, shows a hydrogen uptake of about 13 μmol m^--2^ already at reduction temperatures of 673 K.^[@ref19]^

Although discernible reduction steps cannot be resolved in the case of YSZ, both ZrO~2~ and Y~2~O~3~ show clearly discernible plateaus (ZrO~2~ between 450 and 750 K, Y~2~O~3~ between 700 and 800 K). Apparently, in the latter two cases, at least two kinetically different ways to bind hydrogen are present. The plateaus at lower reduction temperatures are clearly associated with predominant surface reduction associated with water formation. The steep increase of the H~2~-uptake step at higher reduction temperatures might be associated with reduction of surface-near regions, whereas bulk reduction is not accessible in the studied temperature range (compare the XRD diffractograms in Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} below). This is also reflected in the TPD spectra discussed below, which especially at higher reduction temperatures clearly show combined desorption of hydrogen and/or water from chemically different adsorption or defect sites. The stagnation of hydrogen uptake at higher reduction temperatures and the general absence of a pronounced isothermal hydrogen uptake at the highest reduction temperatures *T* ≥ 1000 K point to a very slow, kinetically strongly hindered reduction process; i.e., the major part of the reducible sites is apparently consumed at this stage. Regarding the hydrogen uptake on ZrO~2~, our results are in line with those provided by Hoang et al., who observed some hydrogen uptake beginning at 823 K.^[@ref8]^

Similar experiments have also been performed without zeolite trap, but these are severely obscured by H~2~O-induced pressure effects, finally leading to uninterpretable results.

![Volumetric hydrogen uptake during temperature-programmed reduction (TPR). A heating and cooling cycle between 300 and 1273 K for ZrO~2~ (black trace), Y~2~O~3~ (blue trace), and YSZ (red trace) with a zeolite trap, installed in the cold part of the volumetric cell in close vicinity to the sample to remove the reaction-induced water, was performed.](jp-2014-008472_0002){#fig1}

To shed more light on the pronounced and distinct hydrogen reuptake on Y~2~O~3~ upon cooling below ∼700 K, which was only observed after a preceding high-temperature hydrogen treatment to 1273 K (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, Y~2~O~3~ cooling curve), Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows an immediately following H~2~-TPR run only up to 800 K (after evacuation and redosing of again ∼90--100 mbar H~2~). This experiment was performed as a test for potential reversibility of molecular H~2~ adsorption on the high-temperature prereduced Y~2~O~3~ sample. Upon heating, hydrogen desorbs from the surface and is again readsorbed upon cooling. In this experiment, only the cooling curve perfectly fits to the analogous uptake observed during the cooling of Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (Y~2~O~3~). Interestingly, this partially reversible phenomenon appears to be significantly affected by kinetic limitations, as a pronounced hysteresis between heating (desorption) and cooling (readsorption) is observed. Nevertheless, quasi-equilibrium amounts of molecularly adsorbed H~2~ can be established at 300 and 800 K, respectively.

![Heating--cooling cycle (between 300 and 800 K) starting again from 90 to 100 mbar static H~2~ atmosphere on the Y~2~O~3~ sample following temperature-programmed reduction up to 1273 K. Linear heating and cooling rate: 10 K min^--1^.](jp-2014-008472_0003){#fig2}

As this phenomenon is only observed after high-temperature H~2~ reduction, dedicated special sites for molecular H~2~ adsorption are likely present at the surface. The kinetic hysteresis between 300 and ∼730 K can be tentatively explained by a considerable kinetic desorption barrier for molecular H~2~, which is largely overcome at *T* \> 650 K (steep drop at 630 K).

3.2. Temperature-Programmed Desorption {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------------

To analyze the formation of special hydrogen reduction-induced "molecular" hydrogen binding sites, temperature-programmed H~2~ desorption runs following reduction at temperatures between 673 and 1073 K have been similarly performed on all samples. As for the technical details, again linear heating and cooling rates of 10 K min^--1^ were applied. Prereduction was carried out at each given temperature for 1 h in 1 mL s^--1^ flowing dry hydrogen (N~2~ cooling trap). Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} in turn gives a compact overview of both the hydrogen and water traces, observed after prereduction at the respective temperatures and subsequent desorption. Panels A and D show the experiments on Y~2~O~3~, panels B and E those on YSZ, and panels C and F those on ZrO~2~. What immediately catches one's attention is that generally all three samples show rather pronounced water desorption signals compared to the hydrogen desorption signals after low prereduction temperatures. With increasing prereduction temperature, the water signals decrease in relative intensity and the molecular hydrogen signals correspondingly become predominant. Above 973 K prereduction temperature, Y~2~O~3~ shows additional low-temperature hydrogen desorption states (∼800 and ∼400 K), getting more pronounced at 1073 K prereduction temperature. Most importantly, after reduction at 1073 K, even more low-temperature desorption states are present (at ∼420, ∼620, ∼840 K), which perfectly fits to the quasi-reversible molecular H~2~-uptake during cooling as shown in the TPR measurements (cf. Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The low-temperature desorption states up to 600 K are exclusively present on Y~2~O~3~, which again corroborates the H~2~ results of the TPR experiments. For YSZ, panel B reveals a single desorption peak at ∼800 K after prereduction at 673 K with a low-temperature shoulder at ∼700 K. This shoulder gets more pronounced, especially at prereduction temperatures of 773, 973, and 1073 K, indicating the presence of at least two different binding sites for hydrogen. The associated water signals follow exactly the same trend as for Y~2~O~3~, with the water signals gradually decreasing upon increasing the prereduction temperature and the desorption maximum shifting to higher temperatures. Note, however, that the associated hydrogen binding sites on Y~2~O~3~ and YSZ appear to be different, as the qualitative shape of the TPD trace is clearly different. The hydrogen desorption spectra on ZrO~2~ reveal a single broad feature with two peaks at low prereduction temperatures (∼700 and ∼800 K), with a high-temperature shoulder at ∼1000 K, getting progressively the dominant feature at higher prereduction temperatures. The water traces on ZrO~2~ do not show a clear trend, although for 673, 873, and 973 K, at least the intensity trend does indeed resemble those observed on Y~2~O~3~ and YSZ. The temperature maxima and the relative fraction of H~2~ and H~2~O normalized to the total TPD intensity are summarized for the lowest and the highest prereduction temperature in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}.

![Temperature-programmed hydrogen and water desorption spectra as a function of prereduction temperature. The hydrogen desorption spectra are shown in panels A--C, the water desorption spectra in panels D--F: Y~2~O~3~ (upper panels A and D), YSZ (middle panels B and E), ZrO~2~ (lower panels C and F). Linear heating rates of 10 K min^--1^ were applied. The prereduction was carried out at each temperature for 1 h in 1 mL s^--1^ flowing dry hydrogen (N~2~ cooling trap). Note that although the unit of the MS signal is given in a.u., we chose to provide numbers for better internal comparison, since all TPD spectra were measured using the same detection sensitivity.](jp-2014-008472_0004){#fig3}

###### Temperature Maxima of the H~2~- and H~2~O-TPD Peaks alongside Relative Fraction of H~2~ and H~2~O Normalized to the Total TPD Intensity for Different Prereduction Temperatures

            Y~2~O~3~ 673 K       YSZ 673 K       ZrO~2~ 673 K
  ------- ------------------ ----------------- -----------------
   H~2~    *T* \> 1140 K 2%   *T* ∼ 840 K 4%    *T* ∼ 740 K 2%
   H~2~O   *T* ∼ 720 K 98%    *T* ∼ 700 K 96%   *T* ∼ 760 K 98%

            Y~2~O~3~ 973 K       YSZ 973 K       ZrO~2~ 973 K
  ------- ------------------ ----------------- -----------------
   H~2~    *T* ∼ 1040 K 36%   *T* ∼ 920 K 13%   *T* ∼ 960 K 44%
   H~2~O   *T* ∼ 940 K 64%    *T* ∼ 920 K 87%   *T* ∼ 880 K 56%

3.2. FT-IR Spectroscopy {#sec3.3}
-----------------------

To follow hydrogen reactivity spectroscopically and to detect the temperature-dependent degree of hydroxylation of the respective surface, FT-IR spectroscopic measurements have been performed on all three oxides in H~2~ atmosphere. Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} highlights temperature-dependent experiments following a heating--cooling cycle in streaming hydrogen (1 mL s^--1^), in close correlation to the temperature-programmed reduction studies discussed in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Note that, due to the limited temperature range available in the in situ FT-IR cell, only the onset of hydrogen reactivity could be studied. What immediately catches one's attention is that upon heating in hydrogen, gaseous water is formed on all three oxides, beginning at 573 K and further increasing with increasing reduction temperature. With respect to Y~2~O~3~, two negative peaks appear at 3706 and 3675 cm^--1^ upon heating. As negative peaks indicate vanishing of a formerly present hydroxyl species, we address these peaks to reactive, possibly isolated, OH-groups, which appear to be only weakly associated with other OH-groups on the surface and are therefore rather reactive. Even at room temperature, removal of these species already starts. These isolated hydroxyl species have been discussed in a previous publication in terms of their influence on CO and CO~2~ adsorption^[@ref17]^ and are a commonly discussed feature in oxide surface chemistry, e.g., on HfO~2~,^[@ref20]^ SnO~2~^[@ref21]^ (termed "terminal" OH-groups), or ZrO~2~.^[@ref22]^ The signals of stretching vibrations of these predominantly low-coordinated OH-groups are accordingly shifted to higher wave numbers in comparison to those connected via additional hydrogen bonds.^[@ref22]^ The metal--O bond therefore is strongest, accordingly weakening the corresponding O--H bond. Stepwise cooling (panel B) yields a gas-phase water spectral signature of Y~2~O~3~, and a broad "associated" OH peak is obtained. The dehydroxylation trends of YSZ resemble those seen on Y~2~O~3~ upon annealing in hydrogen. The two peaks of the isolated OH groups are found at 3777 and 3694 cm^--1^ (cf. inset in panel B). Nevertheless, the presence of possible dimer OH groups, usually observed at lower wave numbers, is higher. Assuming neighboring Y^3+^ and Zr^4+^ centers in YSZ, formation of specific dimers on such centers is plausible (potential formation of a Zr^4+^--Y^3+^--(OH)~2~ pair). On ZrO~2~, only two very weak OH signals, very much coinciding with those of YSZ, are obtained. ZrO~2~ appears to be largely inert toward water and the gas-phase water species is predominant, which is increasingly formed at higher temperatures. Water readsorption is largely suppressed on ZrO~2~. In summary, the FT-IR experiments convincingly show that the reduction of the respective oxides in hydrogen in essence is connected with their surface water chemistry. Deeper reduction, including the formation of hydride phases, was not observed. Indirectly, we can conclude that molecular H~2~ adsorption is linked to progressive H~2~-induced surface dehydroxylation, whereby dehydroxylated sites at originally "isolated" OH-groups are formed kinetically more easily.

![Temperature-dependent FT-IR spectra taken in flowing hydrogen (1 mL s^--1^) on Y~2~O~3~ (blue trace), YSZ (red trace), and ZrO~2~ (green trace) following a heating cycle from room temperature (300 K) to 773 K (panel A) and back to 300 K (panel B). The inset in panel A shows the FT-IR spectrum of water vapor, the inset in panel B the OH-region of the heating cyle at 473 K. Important peak regions have been marked.](jp-2014-008472_0005){#fig4}

3.3. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) {#sec3.4}
-------------------------------------------------

Alternating current (ac) impedance analysis was carried out for the Y~2~O~3~, YSZ, and ZrO~2~ samples to detect changes in the conductivity, as well as eventual stoichiometry changes during treatment in hydrogen. Prior to every EIS measurement, the samples were heated in dry flowing O~2~ (∼0.3 mL s^--1^) to 1273 K. After an isothermal period at 1273 K for 30 min, the samples were cooled to 300 K, again in O~2~. Arrhenius plots of ln(conductivity) versus the inverse of the respective annealing temperature were subsequently used to calculate the apparent activation energies for charge transport for the different heating and cooling processes. Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} shows the values of these activation energies (*E*~A~) for the experiments of the three samples using dry and moist hydrogen.

Exposure of the YSZ sample to dry hydrogen and heating to 1073 K shows an impedance decrease of about 5 orders of magnitude. The heating and cooling traces almost perfectly follow the same trend in the temperature range from 550 to 1073 K. Only below ∼550 K, the heating curve exhibits a stronger temperature dependence than the respective cooling trace. As shown in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B, heating and cooling in moist hydrogen show exactly the same behavior. Only if the sample was cooled down to room temperature in moist hydrogen, a very strong decrease of the impedance was observed experimentally (cf. Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, impedance value prior to reoxidation in dry oxygen). According to a study by Scherrer et al.,^[@ref23]^ three temperature regions with different conduction mechanisms can be distinguished on YSZ: room temperature--400 K: proton conduction mediated by a physisorbed water layer (Grothus mechanism); 400--673 K: mixed conduction by oxygen ions as well as protons; above 673 K: pure oxygen ionic conductivity with an activation energy of ∼100 kJ mol^--1^. On this basis, we interpret the impedance increase between room temperature and 430 K in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} (heating curve) in terms of the desorption of a physisorbed water layer causing a high contribution of proton conduction. In the temperature range between 430 and 650 K, the decrease of impedance with temperature is less pronounced than above ∼673 K (compare both with Figures [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) corresponding to the mixed hydroxyl--proton and oxide ion transport mechanism postulated by Scherrer et al. (variation of activation energy between ∼50 and ∼100 kJ mol^--1^).^[@ref23]^ Beyond 673 K, the pure bulk oxide ion transport is prevalent (activation energy ∼100 kJ mol^--1^, cf. Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). The divergence of the heating and cooling curves in hydrogen below ∼550 K (both Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A and B) is not yet fully understood but may be due to an increased contribution of the hydroxyl-mediated proton transport after cooling in hydrogen, which may lead to increased hydroxylation of the sample surface. Thus, an overproportional contribution of the hydroxyl-mediated proton transport may result. This is corroborated by the FT-IR spectra shown in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, clearly showing an enhanced number of hydroxyl groups on the surface after cooling in hydrogen to room temperature.

The interpretation of the data on Y~2~O~3~ and ZrO~2~ is unfortunately less straightforward; the only effect which can be safely assumed is a strongly reduced contribution of bulk oxide ion conductivity in both cases. Also the total number of available charge carriers is likely much lower than in the case of YSZ. As can be deduced from the data in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}, activation barriers for Y~2~O~3~ range from ∼50 to 90 kJ mol^--1^ in the temperature range 550--830 K, and for ZrO~2~ even lower values of around 45 kJ mol^--1^ were observed (∼650--1050 K). Regarding monoclinic ZrO~2~, some data on the temperature-dependent impedance change upon treatment in hydrogen are available. Formation of surface and bulk oxygen vacancies has been observed below and above 873 K, accompanied by the release of electrons. Activation energies of ∼25 and ∼115 kJ mol^--1^ for surface and bulk vacancy formation have been reported.^[@ref24]^ Unfortunately, the data are not related to the degree of surface hydroxylation. Nevertheless, the low apparent activation energy obtained in this work (∼45 kJ mol^--1^) clearly points to the prevalence of a surface-bound process, possibly also involving hydroxylated species. For hydrated ZrO~2~ samples, nevertheless, a proton-based conductivity on the surface has also been inferred.^[@ref25]^ As the band gaps of stoichiometric Y~2~O~3~, YSZ, and ZrO~2~ exhibit values of ∼5.8 eV (580 kJ mol^--1^),^[@ref26]^ ∼5.9 eV (590 kJ mol^--1^),^[@ref27]^ and ∼6 eV (600 kJ mol^--1^),^[@ref28]^ pure bulk electron excitation is excluded.

It is worth noting, that Y~2~O~3~ does not follw the trend of the apparent activation energies observed for both YSZ and ZrO~2~; that is, similar activation energies are obtained no matter if the heating or cooling curves are used for evaluation. Rather, in the case of Y~2~O~3~, the apparent activation energies are much lower in case the evaluation is solely based on the cooling curves. As the hydroxylation degree of Y~2~O~3~ is much higher compared to the other two oxides, we anticipate a strongly temperature-dependent coverage with adsorbed water during heating and cooling and correspondingly altered activation energies. A proton-mediated surface-bound conductivity mechanism is therefore highly likely, given the high hydroxylation degree. In due course, cooling in hydrogen leads to more effective rehydroxylation, a stronger contribution of this proton-mediated mechanism, and possibly also a smaller activation energy.

![In-situ electric impedance spectra measured on Y~2~O~3~, YSZ, and ZrO~2~ after a heating--cooling cycle in dry (panel A) and moist hydrogen (panel B) between 373 and 1073 K. Isothermal period at 1073 K for 30 min, heating and cooling rate: 10 K min^--1^.](jp-2014-008472_0006){#fig5}

![In-situ electric impedance spectra measured on YSZ after a heating--cooling cycle in moist hydrogen followed by a reoxidation treatment in dry oxygen (temperature ramp between 373 and 1073 K). Isothermal period at 1073 K for 30 min, heating and cooling rate: 10 K min^--1^.](jp-2014-008472_0007){#fig6}

###### Activation Energies for the Heating and Cooling Curves in Dry and Moist H~2~ for All Three Oxides[a](#tbl2-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                              *E*~A~ H~2~ dry/kJ mol^--1^   temp range/K   *E*~A~ H~2~ moist/kJ mol^--1^   temp range/K
  -------------------------- ----------------------------- -------------- ------------------------------- --------------
  Y~2~O~3~ heating                        87                  557--824                  73                   603--825
  Y~**2**~O~**3**~ cooling                64                  555--833                  49                   612--825
  YSZ heating                             101                664--1068                  102                 646--1080
  YSZ cooling                             105                665--1078                  104                 646--1081
  ZrO~2~ heating                          46                 643--1043                  40                   644--994
  ZrO~2~ cooling                          46                 641--1071                  43                   641--950

The temperature range indicates the temperature range with linear Arrhenius behavior used for calculation of *E*~A~.

3.4. Structural Characterization {#sec3.5}
--------------------------------

To obtain complementary information about the influence of the hydrogen treatment on the structure and morphology of the samples, scanning electron microscopic images and X-ray diffraction patterns have been additionally collected. Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the changes in particle and grain morphology and shows the respective oxides after the hydrogen treatment at 1173 K. In short, the morphology of all three oxides remains unaltered with respect to before the treatment. Exemplarily discussed for Y~2~O~3~ in panel A, the inset highlights the sample in the initial state. The untreated sample itself consists of small rounded grains of about 20 nm size, agglomerating to larger flakelike and splintered arrangements. Panel A correspondingly shows the morphology of the surface of one such grain after reduction at 1173 K. By comparison of the two images, it is immediately obvious that the grain size did not change and no sintering is observed; i.e. the porosity of the sample is unaffected by the treatment. Although the intrinsic morphology of YSZ (panel B, nanometer-sized three-dimensional grain aggregates) and ZrO~2~ (panel C, well-faceted grains of about 100 nm size) is different, they are equally unaffected by the hydrogen treatment. As for the observations of eventual changes in the crystallographic structure of the samples upon reduction, XRD diffractograms equally reveal no substantial changes. Although it is known that ZrO~2~ basically remains unaffected by reduction in hydrogen up to temperatures of 1773 K,^[@ref8]^ it is worth noting that also Y~2~O~3~ and especially YSZ do not show signs of structural changes at typical operational conditions of, e.g., a solid oxide fuel cell.

![Scanning electron microscopic images taken after reduction of Y~2~O~3~ (panel A), YSZ (panel B), and ZrO~2~ (panel C) in hydrogen at 1173 K. The inset in panel A highlights the initial Y~2~O~3~ sample before reduction.](jp-2014-008472_0008){#fig7}

![X-ray diffractograms of the initial Y~2~O~3~, YSZ, and ZrO~2~ samples and after reduction in hydrogen at 1173 K. Important reflections have been marked. "Initial" refers to the respective states after calcination in air at 1173 K before the actual reduction.](jp-2014-008472_0009){#fig8}

3.5. Discussion {#sec3.6}
---------------

Taking the presented results together, a more detailed picture of the reduction mechanism, for all presented oxides, evolves. As structural (bulk) characterization methods show changes neither in the morphology nor in the structure of the samples upon reduction, we infer a mechanism that is restricted to the surface or at least surface-near regions. This is corroborated both by the fact that volumetric adsorption and thermal desorption techniques indeed show consumption/desorption of hydrogen and water by/from the surface and that electric impedance measurements do only show the reversible formation of thermally excited charge carriers, but not a substantial formation of thermally easily excitable donor electron states, e.g., at F-centers. Combination of these results with those from FT-IR spectroscopy reveals the crucial importance of the degree and nature of surface hydroxylation for hydrogen adsorption and reactivity. There is hard experimental evidence that the reduction of the oxides follows a mechanism where hydrogen adsorbs on the surface, reacting with OH-groups of the surface by forming water, which, depending on the hydrophilicity of the oxides, remains adsorbed or readsorbs on the surface at lower temperatures. Although unfortunately no corresponding literature data especially for Y~2~O~3~ exist, our results are in line with reports by Pomfret et al.^[@ref13]^ on the existence of surface-stabilized low-valence metal states upon reduction of YSZ in hydrogen at 1273 K. The authors observed considerable changes neither in XRD patterns nor in Raman frequencies upon reduction but did observe a chemical reduction of the surface and surface-near regions of both yttrium and zirconium to lower valence states. These are also most likely responsible for the observed molecular H~2~ adsorption effect. Unfortunately, no information on the hydroxylation degree of the YSZ surface is presented in the paper of Pomfret et al.,^[@ref16]^ but results by Raz et al.^[@ref29]^ strongly indicate that adsorbed water facilitates the ionic conduction via the aforementioned proton-based surface-bound mechanism. Given the clear coincidences of the results from all three oxides, we may safely assume that a corresponding near-surface-limited reduction prevails on Y~2~O~3~, YSZ, and ZrO~2~. Differences only arise due to the different number of OH-groups present on the respective surfaces before reduction. As already previously reported, Y~2~O~3~ is the most hygroscopic of the three oxides.^[@ref14]^ On the contrary, the corresponding number of OH-groups is lowest on ZrO~2~, at least on the sample that was used for the presented studies. Regarding the reduction of the latter, bulk reduction was clearly not anticipated in the present work, as it has been long known that even using atomic hydrogen, no substantial bulk reduction takes place.^[@ref8]^ However, given the use of low-valent Zr compounds in catalysis and organic synthesis (e.g., decomposition of nitrous oxide,^[@ref13]^ synthesis of dimethylcarbonate from methanol and carbon dioxide^[@ref14]^) and also the suspected activity of oxygen defects present in nanoparticulate ZrO~2~ in carbon nanotube growth,^[@ref7]^ we infer that the reduction of ZrO~2~ and its ability to bind H~2~ molecularily is restricted to the strongly reduced and dehydroxylated surface-near regions also in all the literature-discussed cases. A particular important topic regarding the presence of low-valent Zr compounds is related to metal--support interaction. Although still subject to discussion, there is also experimental evidence that ZrO~2~-supported metal catalysts become active after a treatment in hydrogen at elevated temperatures and that this newly established catalytic activity is intimately connected with the formation of substoichiometric ZrO~2--*x*~ centers,^[@ref8]^ which have been shown in this work to molecularily bind H~2~.

4. Conclusion {#sec4}
=============

The presented work on the reducibility of Y~2~O~3~, YSZ, and ZrO~2~ highlights the importance of their surface chemistry with respect to hydrogen adsorption and reactivity. As the most crucial parameter steering the adsorption and reactivity of hydrogen, the amount of surface OH-groups has been identified. As the reduction of the oxides has been observed to be basically restricted to surface or surface-near regions, this raises interesting questions how the chemical state and structure of the surface affect the technological application, e.g., the operation of solid-oxide fuel cells. A common feature of various oxides is the formation of molecular H~2~ binding sites after high-temperature reduction. However, the difference to more reducible oxides (e.g., Ga~2~O~3~ or In~2~O~3~) is that the formation of anionic vacancy sites with excitable donor electron states appears to be largely suppressed for the present three discussed oxides. In due course, the conductivity at high temperatures is independent of the oxide's surface chemistry. It is also worth noting that on Ga~2~O~3~ and In~2~O~3~, directed Ga--H bonds^[@ref18]^ and In metal species^[@ref19]^ have been formed upon reduction, respectively. For both cases, dissociatively actived hydrogen is a prerequisite. Furthermore, it will be of interest to extend these studies to the corresponding metal--oxide systems (especially Ni-- and Cu--ZrO~2~ systems relevant for methanol chemistry), as these systems represent the typical operating anodes in SOFC's. Formation of special interfacial sites at the oxide--metal phase boundary or spillover of hydrogen activated on the metal surface might lead to more pronounced surface reduction of the oxides, which eventually may include also bulk reduction and/or more pronounced structural changes directly associated with metal--support interaction. By direct comparison of the experimental features of the pure oxides and the corresponding metal--oxide systems, the influence of the newly created phase boundary, suspected to represent the center of catalytic activity and selectivity, can in turn be elucidated. This would be especially worthwhile for Y~2~O~3~ and YSZ, where such experiments are clearly missing.
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